3000 SERIES VINYL SLIDER WINDOWS

note: accepted rainscreen details per BC.B.C

Modern . Great Taste in Windows
P. 604.485.2451 . www.modern.ca
ALTERNATE RAINSCREEN DETAIL

- Siding, e.g. HardiePlank
- 10mm min. P.T. Strapping
- 2-Layers of Building Paper
- Bug Screen
- 10 mm min Air Space
- Metal Flashing
- P.T. Strapping
- Ext Window Trim
- Metal Flashing
- 6 Mil Poly Vapour Barrier
- Starter Building Paper
- Sealant
- Vinyl Glazing Bead

Slider/Picture Head Detail
Scale: 1:2

* Alternate method of attaching window on top of rain screen strapping
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Slider Jamb Detail
Scale: 1:2
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ALTERNATE RAINSCREEN DETAIL

Screen

Sealant
Waterproofing Membrane
  e.g. Peel & Stick
  Aluminum Angle Dam
  6 Mil Poly Vapour Barrier

Spacer Shim for Drainage

Sloped P.T. Wood
for membrane support

300mm Starter Building Paper

2-Layers of Building Paper
10 mm min. P.T. Strapping
Siding, e.g. HardiePlank
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* Alternate method of attaching window on top of rain screen strapping
Single Hung T-Bar Detail
Scale: 1:2
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RENOWATION PROFILE

Existing Wooden Window Jamb
Caulking

3.524”
89.5mm

Screen
Caulking
Renovation Profile

Single Hung Jamb Detail
Scale: 1:2
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Single Hung Mullion Detail
Scale: 1:2

L-Bracket For Interlock Mullion

Screen

Vertical Vent

Reinforcement

2.757" 70mm

3000 SERIES VINYL SLIDER WINDOWS
Single Hung Jamb Detail

Scale: 1:2

6 Mil Poly Vapour Barrier
Starter Building Paper
Sealant
Screen

2-Layers of Building Paper
10mm min. P.T. Strapping
Back Caulk Window Flange

3.267" 83mm
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